Our Holiday
By Mahlah Lovelock

PAPERS:
Now Boarding Paper Collection - P1417 Terminal, P1420 Check In, P1419 Boarding Pass, P1418 Cabin
Crew, P1423 Airport x 2, P1422 Luggage Carousel x 2.
KC PRODUCTS:
SS216 & SS217 Now Boarding Stickers Sheets, CT783 Now Boarding Collectables, Kaisercard CD102
Liquorice x 2 & CD650 Smooth White x 2, Wooden Flourishes - FL567 Paper Clips, FL393 Clouds, T302
Foam Dots.
OTHER:
Airmail twine, watermark ink.
INSTRUCTIONS:
Use CABIN CREW & Licorice cardstock as background for double layout. From second Licorice sheet cut a
7.5cm (3”) strip and adhere against the right margin of left page (CABIN CREW sheet).
From AIRPORT (reverse) cut the bottom strip off for left side of layout. Adhere later when needed. Cut
remainder down to 28cm x 30.5cm (11” x 12)”. Adhere at an angle on right side of layout and so about
1cm (½”) runs over the join in the centre onto the left side of layout. (you can slice piece off now or leave
until you finish layout).
From the second sheet of AIRPORT cut a 4cm x 21.5cm (1 ½” x 8 ½”) piece and a 15cm x 1cm (6” x ½”) for
left side of layout
From LUGGAGE CAROUSEL (reverse) cut a 28cm x 26cm (11” x 10 ¼”) piece and sand edges. Adhere over
AIRPORT on right side of layout at opposing angle as shown. Also cut a 20cm x 2.5cm (8” x 1”) for left side
of layout.
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INSTRUCTIONS:
From the front side of LUGGAGE CAROUSEL cut two 7cm (2 ¾”) squares for right side of layout. Also cut a 9cm (3
½”) square with 4 circles cut out measuring 1 3/8” (3.5cm) for left side of layout. I have used a circle peek-a-boo
die and cut 2 of them the same – using only half of the second one on the right side of layout.
Cut CHECK IN (reverse) into a 19cm x 23cm (7 ½” x 9”) piece for left side of layout, and a 5cm x 20cm (2” x 8”)
piece for right side of layout. From TERMINAL cut off bottom patterned strip and the black diagonal side stripes.
This piece is used on the left side of layout near the centre.
From the reverse side cut a 2.5cm (1”) strip for right side of layout and a 22cm x 28cm (8 ¾” x 11”) for left side of
layout. Adhere centred on base and against Licorice Cardstock.
From the two sheets of White cardstock cut a 23cm (9”) square for right side and a 15cm x 18cm (6” x 7”) for left
side.
Cut BOARDING PASS (reverse) into three 7cm (2 ¾”) squares for right side of layout, a 2.5cm (1”) strip for left side
of layout running vertically near the centre, and a 5cm (2”) circle for left side of layout.
Either print with black borders or narrowly mat with second sheet of Licorice cardstock a 13cm (5”) and six 6cm
(2 ½”) photographs.
Adhere pieces as shown, adding sticker strips from sheet to the edges of large pieces and to decorate small
squares on right side of layout.
Add collectables, stickers and journaling strip or box as desired. Embellish with twine and wooden flourishes.
Use foam dots for stickers and collectables if desired. Add a title cut from AIRPORT and adhere below large
photograph.

